Saturday, Fun Fly Day, was hot. 115 at our house late afternoon, don't know what it was at the field. I
don't want to know. But there was a breeze and we had shade at the field.
I got to the club flying site with my RV around 7:30AM, the event was listed to start at 8. Club
members Walter and Richard were already there. We had everything in place by 7:45. By 8:30 no one
else had arrived except some RC guys who were doing a pylon race that day also. We were nervous.

At 8:45 another club member showed up with his 9 year old grandson who wanted to try U/C. I had
brought my throttled electric Ringmaster just for that possibility. Conner and I flew the first flight that
day at 9AM. He did well for his age. We flew 6-7 laps and I started to get tired. I said is it OK if we
land and he agreed. Nice kid : ) He had a big smile too, so the first flight of the day was a success.

By 9:15 some of the guys from up north and spectators from Grants Pass pulled in. Phew! It would be
more than just the 5 regulars!
We ended up with 17 people attending. Not all flew, but all enjoyed the flying and the lunch provided.

Oh, and the raffle/swap meet went well too. Everyone left with at least 1 item (if they wanted to, some
just wanted to lessen the shop clutter and donated things). All items found new homes. There were 3
ready to fly airplanes, 15 kits, 10 handles, a bag of wheels, control lines, engines, a little of everything.
Raffle tables after lunch.

The Rogue Eagles R/C club provided coolers with cold water. No one keeled over! Everyone seemed to
enjoy themselves too. Walter Hicks and my wife Pat Dillman put the lunch together. Everything, of
course, tasted great! Thank you Walter for the sodas. Lot's of smiles, compliments, no one left hungry.
Events of notice:
Dave Shrum brought his ignition plane but the planets didn’t align and it wouldn’t run. That did not
stop Dave from flying however! He flew several other airplanes
that people offered.
New pilot Conner Williams enjoyed the C/L experience enough
that he and I flew a total of 3 training flights, he got better each
time, and he flew both with his right hand and his natural left
hand.
Chris Nicholls flew a combat plane with a Fora .15 that was a
screamer!

Jess Walls flew an electric ducted fan foam F-35 r/c plane
converted to C/L.

Walter Hick flew a beautiful semi scale Corsair. Then let Dave have a flight with it.

We had a few pan cake “landings” but none suffered terminal damage, thanks in part to the turf circle.
Participants included:
Conner Williams, Dave Shrum, Chris Nicholls, Kevin Baker, Ken Baker, Myra Cole, Bob Lewis, Guy
Laine, Marshall Palmer, Chuck Jenks, Mike Massey, Mark Schluter, Richard Schwegerl, Jess Walls,
Walter Hicks, Pat Dillman, Clark Wolfe, and a few guys from the Rogue Eagles R/C club.
If you were there but don’t see your name, sorry, it was not intentional.
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